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Introduction
OneFS supports Isilon Swift, an object storage interface compatible with the
OpenStack Swift 1.0 application programming interface (API). Through Isilon Swift,
you can access file-based data stored on your EMC Isilon cluster as objects. The Swift
API is implemented as a set of Representational State Transfer (REST) web services
over HTTP or secure HTTP (HTTPS). Since the Swift API is considered as a protocol,
content and metadata can be ingested as objects and concurrently accessed through
protocols configured on the EMC Isilon cluster. The cluster must also be licensed to
support Isilon Swift.

The Isilon Swift protocol service is a licensed feature. Contact your EMC Isilon
representative for obtaining a license key to access the Swift protocol and RESTful
APIs for object storage operations.

Storing object data on a new or existing EMC Isilon cluster through Isilon Swift
provides the following benefits:

l Consolidate storage for applications regardless of protocol

l Secure multi-tenancy for applications through access zones while uniformly
protecting the data with enterprise storage capabilities such as authentication,
access control, and identity management

l Manage data through enterprise storage features such as deduplication,
replication, tiering, performance monitoring, snapshots, and NDMP backups

l Balance the work load across all of the nodes in a cluster through OneFS
SmartConnect

l Store object data more efficiently with forward error correction instead of data
replication

l Eliminate storage silos

l Automate the collection, storage, and management of petabytes of unstructured
data in an Isilon data lake for later analysis

l Automate data-processing applications to store objects on an Isilon cluster and
analyze the data with Hadoop through the OneFS HDFS interface

Note

Isilon Swift does not support the audit filter.

Supported libraries, SDKs, and interfaces
Isilon Swift supports the following client libraries, SDKs, and interfaces:

l Apache Libcloud 0.15.0

l IPv4 and IPv6 addressing

l OpenStack Swift 1.0 request and response API

l OpenStack Swift authentication 1.0

l HTTP and HTTPS requests with IPv4 and IPv6 addressing
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Note

Support for Security Technical Information Guide (STIG) hardening is available only
for HTTP (non-SSL) requests.

Unsupported libraries and SDKs
Isilon Swift does not support the following libraries and SDKs.

l OpenStack Identity Service 2.0 or later versions (Keystone)

l OpenStack Glance

l The following SDKs or client libraries:

n Swift C libraries

n Swift CPP SDK

n Swift client on Go

n Apache jclouds

n OpenStack Java SDK

n Java OpenStack Storage (JOSS)

n Android Swift Client

n OpenStack4j

n js-openclient

n php-opencloud

n pyswift-client

Isilon Swift concepts
Isilon Swift stores content and metadata as objects through an application
programming interface (API), which is implemented as a set of Representational State
Transfer (REST) web services over HTTP or secure HTTP (HTTPS).

Note

l HTTP requests are sent to an internal web server listening on port 28080. This
port is not configurable.

l HTTPS requests are proxied through the Apache web server listening on port
8083. This port is not configurable.

OneFS exposes the Swift API through a Swift protocol driver. An instance of this
protocol driver runs on each node in the cluster and handles the API requests.

In releases prior to OneFS 8.0.0, the Swift API stores accounts in a user's home
directory. Within these accounts, containers map to directories and objects map to
files or subdirectories. Because each object has a URL, you can access a file through
its URL. All objects have metadata. The API requests that you submit can store and
manage containers, objects, and metadata in the OneFS file system.

In OneFS 8.0.0 and later releases, you can create Swift accounts. Access to Swift
accounts is granted based on the identity and permissions for a specific user.
Containers are assigned to Swift accounts. Objects that store user data reside within
containers which are first-level directories below the account directories. Objects are
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identified by URIs in the form http://example.com/v1/account/container/
object. In this example:

l example.com identifies the cluster

l v1 is the protocol version

l /account/container/object is the object storage location

The actual object storage location within the file system is /ifs/<zoneroot>/
isi_lwswift/account/container/object.

Following is a summary of the key Isilon Swift concepts:

Swift user

In a multi-protocol access scenario, a Swift user is a file system user who owns
files in the Swift account.

Swift group

In a multi-protocol access scenario, a Swift group is a file system group that owns
files in the Swift account. Swift user/Swift group determines the ownership of
files within the file system whereas the users assigned to the Swift account grant
access to the account through the Swift protocol.

Swift account

A Swift account is the root of a Swift namespace and is the locus of
administrative control. Swift accounts hold containers and containers hold
objects. A Swift account must be provisioned in order for a user to add containers
or objects. Access control in Isilon Swift is granted at the account level. Users
authorized to access a Swift account can access any of the containers and
objects within that account.

Isilon Swift authentication method
Isilon Swift implements its own authentication method that is compatible with
OpenStack Swift Identify Service 1.0. You can submit an authentication request to an
EMC Isilon cluster through the API interfaces supported by this service.

Provide the username and password for the authentication request through the HTTP
or secure HTTP (HTTPS) headers. You can also provide the API key instead of the
password. In the request syntax, you may either specify an IP address or a DNS name.

Note

We recommend that you use the HTTPS headers to prevent the exposure of user
credentials.

Request syntax

curl --insecure -sk -H "X-Auth-User:<account>:<username>" -H "X-Auth-
Key:<password>" -v https://<ip-address>:8083/auth/v1.0 -X GET

Example request

curl --insecure -sk -H "X-Auth-User:SWaccount:swift1" -H "X-Auth-
Key:swift1" -v https://172.20.1.111:8083/auth/v1.0 -X GET
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Example response

HTTP/1.1 200 OK
Date: Mon, 03 Aug 2015 01:38:07 GMT
Content-Length: 100
Content-Type: application/json; charset=utf-8
X-Auth-Token: AUTH_tk650a5499272b622f9a3c8477e0eaa4c0
X-Storage-Token: AUTH_tk650a5499272b622f9a3c8477e0eaa4c0
X-Storage-Url: https://172.20.1.111:8083/v1/AUTH_swift1
X-Trans-Id: tx533d2f77a308440999153-0055bec5ff
<
* Connection #0 to host 172.20.1.111 left intact
* Closing connection #0
* SSLv3, TLS alert, Client hello (1):
{"storage": {"cluster_name": "https://172.20.1.111:8083/v1/
AUTH_swift1", "default": "cluster_name"}}

Authenticate and access Isilon Swift
An Isilon Swift user must authenticate with an EMC Isilon cluster before accessing the
Isilon Swift service for processing object storage requests.

Before you begin

Authentication for an Isilon Swift connection takes place in an access zone. This
procedure assumes that an access zone has already been created. After enabling a
Swift license, a storage administrator must perform the following actions:

Procedure

1. Create a Swift account.

2. Assign users who are allowed access to the Swift account that you created in
the previous step.

3. Make any necessary file system permission changes.

4. To allow multi-protocol access, add Swift users belonging to a specific account
to a Swift group that is assigned the ownership of the files. This action is
necessary because Swift users are associated with Swift accounts and
authenticated based on their existing credentials. However, objects and
containers that are created within a Swift account inherit the permissions and
ownership of the Swift user and group that have been configured for the
account.

Results

A Swift user can then submit an authentication request through the Isilon Swift
authentication method. OneFS generates an access token for the user upon
successful authentication. This token can be used by the user for subsequent object
storage operations.

Swift account management commands
You can manage Swift accounts through the Swift account management commands.

isi swift accounts create
Creates a new Swift account.

Syntax

isi swift accounts create <name> <swiftuser> <swiftgroup>
        [--zone <string>]
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        [--users <string>]
        [{--verbose | -v}]
      

Options

<name>

Specifies the Swift account name.

<swiftuser>

Specifies the file system user who owns files in the Swift account.

<swiftgroup>

Specifies the file system group that owns files in the Swift account.

--zone <string>

Specifies the access zone.

--users <string>

Specifies the users who are assigned access to the Swift account. Specify --
users for each additional user who must be assigned access to the Swift
account.

{--verbose | -v}
Displays detailed information.

isi swift accounts modify
Modifies a Swift account.

Syntax

isi swift accounts modify <name>
        [--zone <string>]
        [--swiftuser <string>]
        [--swiftgroup <string>]
        [--users <string> | --clear-users
        | --add-users <string> | --remove-users <string>]
        [{--verbose | -v}]
        

Options

<name>

Specifies the name of the Swift account.

--zone <string>

Specifies the access zone that is associated with the Swift account.

--swiftuser <string>

Specifies the file system user who owns files in the Swift account.

--swiftgroup <string>

Specifies the file system group that owns files in the Swift account.

--users <string>
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Specifies the users who are assigned access to the Swift account. Specify --
users for each additional user who must be assigned access to the Swift
account.

--clear-users
Clears the values specified for the users who are assigned access to the Swift
account.

--add-users <string>

Adds users and assigns them access to the Swift account. Specify --add-users
for each additional user that you want to add.

--remove-users <string>

Removes users that are assigned access to the Swift account. Specify --
remove-users for each additional user that you want to remove.

{--verbose | -v}
Displays detailed information.

isi swift accounts delete
Deletes a Swift account.

Syntax

isi swift accounts delete <name>
        [--zone <string>]
        [{--verbose | -v}]
        [{--force | -f}]
      

Options

<name>

Specifies the Swift account name.

--zone <string>

Specifies the access zone that is associated with the Swift account.

{--verbose | -v}
Displays detailed information.

{--force | -f}
Does not ask for a confirmation before deletion.

isi swift accounts view
Displays the details associated with a Swift account.

Syntax

isi swift accounts view <name>
        [--zone <string>]
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Options

<name>

Specifies the name of the Swift account.

--zone <string>

Specifies the access zone that is associated with the Swift account.

isi swift accounts list
Lists all of the Swift accounts.

Syntax

isi swift accounts list 
        [--zone <string>]
        [{--limit | -l} <integer>]
        [--sort (name | zone | swiftuser | swiftgroup | users)]
        [{--descending | -d}]
        [--format (table | json | csv | list)]
        [{--no-header | -a}]
        [{--no-footer | -z}]
        [{--verbose | -v}]
        

Options

--zone <string>

Specifies the access zone that is associated with the Swift account.

{--limit | -l} <integer>

Specifies the number of accounts to display.

--sort (name | zone | swiftuser | swiftgroup | users)

Sorts data using one of account name, access zone, Swift user, Swift group, or
the users who are assigned access to the Swift account.

--descending | -d
Sorts data in descending order.

--format (table | json | csv | list)

Displays accounts in table, JSON, CSV, or list format.

--no-header | -a
Does not display headers in CSV or table formats.

--no-footer | -z
Does not display table summary footer information.

{--verbose | -v}
Displays detailed information.
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Managing Swift accounts
A storage administrator can create, delete, modify, or view Swift accounts. The
administrator can also define users who are allowed access to the accounts.

All of the Swift account management tasks can be performed only through the
command-line interface.

Create a Swift account
Before you perform object storage operations using Isilon Swift, you must create a
Swift account.

Procedure

1. Open a secure shell (SSH) connection to any node in the EMC Isilon cluster and
log in.

2. Create a Swift account by running the isi swift accounts create
command.

In the following example, a Swift account my_account is created using the file
system user sw_developer, file system group sw_engineering, and with users by
the name developers:

isi swift accounts create my_account sw_developer 
sw_engineering --users=developers

Modify a Swift account
You can modify a Swift account by adding or removing users or clearing the values
specified for users who can access the account.

Procedure

1. Open a secure shell (SSH) connection to any node in the EMC Isilon cluster and
log in.

2. Modify the Swift account by running the isi swift accounts modify
command.

The following example adds three users joe, jim, and jack to the my_account
account within zone1 with the file system user as swdeveloper and the file
system group as swengineering:

isi swift accounts modify my_account --zone zone1 --swiftuser 
swdeveloper --swiftgroup swengineering --add-users 
joe,jim,jack

All the three users now have shared access to the Swift account.

The following example removes the users joe, jim, and jack from the
my_account account within zone1 with the file system user as swdeveloper and
the file system group as swengineering:

isi swift accounts modify my_account --zone zone1 --swiftuser 
swdeveloper --swiftgroup swengineering --remove-users 
joe,jim,jack
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Delete a Swift account
You can delete a Swift account and all of its associated data.

Procedure

1. Open a secure shell (SSH) connection to any node in the EMC Isilon cluster and
log in.

2. Delete a Swift account by running the isi swift accounts delete
command.

The following example removes the my_account account from zone1:

isi swift account delete my_account --zone zone1

When you delete a Swift account, all the containers and objects within that
account are automatically removed.

View the properties of a Swift account
You can view the properties of a Swift account.

Procedure

1. Open a secure shell (SSH) connection to any node in the EMC Isilon cluster and
log in.

2. View the properties of the Swift account by running the isi swift
accounts view command.

The following example displays the properties of the my_account account:

isi swift account view my_account

The output appears as shown in the following example:

Name: my_account
Zone: zone1
Path: /ifs/isi_lwswift/ my_account
Swift User: swdeveloper
Swift Group: swengineering
Assigned Users: joe, jim, jack

View a list of Swift accounts
You can view a list of all the Swift accounts.

Procedure

1. Open a secure shell (SSH) connection to any node in the EMC Isilon cluster and
log in.

2. View a list of all the Swift accounts by running the isi swift accounts
list command.

The following example lists all of the Swift accounts in zone1:

isi swift accounts list --zone zone1
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Migrating user accounts to Isilon Swift
All of the Isilon Swift accounts, containers, and objects created in the previous OneFS
releases must be moved to an account that is provisioned in the current OneFS
release.

Migrate a user account
An administrator can migrate a user account through this procedure.

Procedure

1. Create a new account for the data that you want to migrate.

For example, if a Swift user XYZ belongs to a group staff, and has Swift
containers in his home directory, an administrator must run the following
command to create a new account:

isi swift accounts create XYZ XYZ staff --users=XYZ

This command creates a Swift account named XYZ, with a Swift file system
user XYZ, and a Swift file system group staff. The --users option grants the
user XYZ, the privilege to the account XYZ through the Swift protocol.

2. Move the data into the new directory that gets created automatically when you
run the previous command.

For example, run the following command as user XYZ to move the data that
belongs to XYZ:

mv /ifs/home/XYZ/container1 /ifs/isi_lwswift/XYZ

Migrate a multi-tenant account
Administrators can follow this procedure if they plan to migrate data from a user's
home directory to a Swift account that could be accessed by multiple users.

Procedure

1. Create a new account for the data that you want to migrate.

For example, if a tenant webuser belongs to a group webgroup, and has a Swift
account in his home directory, you must run the following command to create a
new account called webdata:

isi swift accounts create webdata webuser webgroup

2. You can add more users to the new account that you have created.

For example, run the following command to add three users to the account
webdata:

Isi swift accounts modify webdata –add-users joe,sue,bob
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3. For users that you have added to the account, move their data into the new
directory that gets created automatically when you run the previous command.

For example, run the following command to move the data belonging to the user
bob into the new directory:

mv /ifs/home/bob/webc1 /ifs/isi_lwswift/webdata

Store and manage objects through Isilon Swift
Isilon Swift enables you to store content and metadata as objects on an EMC Isilon
cluster.

Before you begin

Obtain a license key to unlock the Isilon Swift protocol.

Procedure

1. Connect to a cluster through the curl or libcloud libraries. Establish the
connection either through the HTTP or secure HTTP (HTTPS) protocols by
providing your username and password.

The default port setting for a connection through the HTTP protocol is 28080.
Similarly, the default port setting for a connection through the HTTPS protocol
is 8083. You cannot modify these default port settings.

Upon successful authentication, a token is generated and returned to you.

2. Using your token key and the storage URL, submit the GET, PUT, COPY,
DELETE, HEAD, or POST requests either through the HTTP or HTTPS protocol
to perform an object storage operation.

Note

l Only those request and response APIs that are described in the subsequent
sections are supported.

l Unless specified, Isilon Swift returns the 202 return code if an action cannot
be taken for a request submitted through the HTTP protocol.

Isilon Swift discoverability service
The Isilon Swift discoverability service allows you to view the capabilities that are
activated for the current version of Isilon Swift. You can use the GET method for this
purpose.

URI Description

/info Lists the activated capabilities for the current version of Isilon Swift.

l Normal response code—200
l Request parameters supported—None
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Isilon Swift account services
The Isilon Swift account services list containers for a specified account. The account
services allow you to create, update, show, and delete account metadata.

Showing account details and listing containers

You can use the GET method to show account details and list containers.

URI Description

/v1/{account}}{?limit,marker,
end_marker,format,prefix,delimiter} 

Shows details and lists
containers sorted by name for a
specific account. {account} is
the unique name for the
account. The sort order for the
name is alphabetical and uses
the C++ std::sort() function.
limit, marker, end_marker,
format, prefix, and
delimiter are query
parameters.

The syntax shown in the example below uses cURL, the python-swiftclient API.

Example request
The following example request shows account details and lists containers:

curl -H "X-Auth-Token: AUTH_tk9b2f1d4d640b31fee0b3f6d644aab52e" -i 
"http://137.69.154.240:28080/v1/AUTH_admin?format=json" -X GET

The header parameters that might appear in the request are as follows:

Name Type Description

X-Auth-Token String (required) The authentication token.

Accept String (optional) Instead of using the query
parameter, set this header to
application/json,

application/xml, or

text/xml.

If the request succeeds, the operation returns one of these status codes:

l 200—The response body lists the containers.

l 204—The response body shows no containers. Either the account has no
containers or you are paging through a long list of names using the marker,
limit, or end_marker query parameters, and have reached the end of the list.

The query parameters for the request are as follows:

Name Type Description

limit Int (optional) For an integer value n, limits
the number of results to n.
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Name Type Description

marker String (optional) For a string value x, returns
container names that are
greater in value than the
specified marker.

end_marker String (optional) For a string value x, returns
container names that are less
in value than the specified
marker.

format String (optional) Specifies the response
format. Valid values are json,
xml, or plain. The default is
plain. If you append the
format=xml or

format=json query

parameter to the storage
account URL, the response
shows extended container
information serialized in the
specified format. If you
append the format=plain
query parameter, the
response lists the container
names separated by newlines.

prefix String (optional) Specifies the prefix value.
Named items in the response
begin with this value.

delimiter Char (optional) Specifies the delimiter value,
which returns the object
names that are nested in the
container.

Example response
The response body for the previous request is as shown:

HTTP/1.1 200 OK
Content-Length: 84
Content-Type: application/json; charset=utf-8
Date: Thu, 19 Jun 2015 14:54:32 PDT
Last-Modified: 2015-06-19 14:54:29
X-Account-Bytes-Used: 13
X-Account-Container-Count: 2
X-Account-Object-Count: 2
X-Timestamp: 130476887138427115
X-Trans-Id: tx83b138929e134d24a4cd7-0053a35d1b
< 
[
    {
        "count": 0,
        "bytes": 4,
        "name": "container1"
    },
    {
        "count": 1,
        "bytes": 9,
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        "name": "container2"
    }
]

The body parameters that might appear in the response are as follows:

Name Type Description

name String (required) Specifies the name of the
container.

count Int (required) Specifies the number of
objects in the container.

bytes Int (required) Specifies the total number of
bytes that are stored in the
Swift account.

Creating, updating, or deleting account metadata

You can use the POST method to create, update, or delete account metadata.

URI Description

/v1/{account} Creates, updates, or deletes account metadata. {account} is
the unique name for the account.

Note

When using the POST method, make sure that the metadata
name is prefixed with the X-Account-Meta- tag.

The syntax described in the example below uses cURL, the python-swiftclient API.

Example request
The following example request creates account metadata:

curl -H "X-Auth-Token: AUTH_tk9b2f1d4d640b31fee0b3f6d644aab52e" -i 
"http://137.69.154.240:28080/v1/AUTH_admin" -X POST -H "X-Account-
Meta-Owner: Name" -H "X-Account-Meta-DOC-Types: Technical"

If the request succeeds, the operation returns the 204 status code.

The header parameters that might appear in the request are as follows:

Name Type Description

X-Auth-Token String (required) The authentication token.

X-Account-Meta-name String (optional) Specifies the account
metadata. {name} is the

name of metadata item that
you want to add, update, or
delete. To delete this item,
send an empty value in this
header. You must specify a X-
Account-Meta-{name}
header for each metadata
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Name Type Description

item ({name}) that you want

to add, update, or delete.

Content-Type String (optional) Changes the MIME type for
the object.

Example response
The response for the previous request is as shown:

HTTP/1.1 204 No Content
Content-Length: 0
Content-Type: text/html; charset=UTF-8
Date: Fri, 20 Jun 2014 11:07:42 PDT
X-Trans-Id: txa819a723b6f449d593966-0053a4786e

The header parameters that might appear in the response are as follows:

Name Type Description

Content-Length String (required) If the operation succeeds, this
value is zero. If the operation
fails, this value is the length
of the error text in the
response body.

Content-Type String (required) If the operation fails, this
value is the MIME type of the
error text in the response
body.

X-Timestamp Int (required) Specifies the date and time in
UNIX Epoch time stamp
format when the account,
container, or object was
initially created as the current
version.

X-Trans-Id Uuid (required) Specifies a unique transaction
identifier for this request.
Your service provider might
need this value if you report a
problem.

Date DateTime (required) Specifies the transaction date
and time.
The date and time stamp
format is ISO 8601: CCYY-
MM-DDThh:mm:ss±hh:mm.

Retrieving and showing account metadata

You can use the HEAD method to retrieve and show account metadata.

URI Description

/v1/{account} Shows the metadata associated with an account. {account} is
the unique name for the account.
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Metadata for the account includes:

l Number of containers

l Number of objects

l Total number of bytes that are stored in the Swift account

This operation does not accept a request body. Also, do not include metadata headers
in this request. If the account or authentication token is invalid, the operation returns
the 401 Unauthorized error code. The normal response code is 204.

The syntax in the example below uses cURL, the python-swiftclient API.

Example request
The following example request shows the metadata associated with the AUTH_admin
account:

curl -H "X-Auth-Token: AUTH_tk9b2f1d4d640b31fee0b3f6d644aab52e" -i 
"http://137.69.154.240:28080/v1/AUTH_admin" -X HEAD

The header parameters that might appear in the request are as follows:

Name Type Description

X-Auth-Token String (required) The authentication token.

Example response
The response for the previous request is as shown:

HTTP/1.1 204 No Content
X-Account-Meta-Name1: Value1
X-Account-Meta-Name2: Value2
Content-Length: 0
Content-Type: text/html; charset=UTF-8
Date: Fri, 20 Jun 2015 11:16:23 PDT
Last-Modified: 2015-06-20 11:07:42
X-Account-Bytes-Used: 15
X-Account-Container-Count: 3
X-Account-Object-Count: 2
X-Timestamp: 130477604900823291
X-Trans-Id: txe0e5f861dca641268ce4e-0053a47a76

The header parameters that might appear in the response are as follows:

Name Type Description

X-Account-Object-Count Int (required) Specifies the number of
objects in the account.

X-Account-Container-
Count

Int (required) Specifies the number of
containers.

X-Account-Bytes-Used Int (required) Specifies the total number of
bytes that are stored in the
Swift account.

X-Account-Meta-name String (optional) Specifies the custom account
metadata item, where
{name} is the name of the

metadata item. One X-
Account-Meta-{name}
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Name Type Description

response header appears for
each metadata item
({name}).

X-Timestamp Int (required) Specifies the date and time in
UNIX Epoch time stamp
format when the account,
container, or object was
initially created as a current
version.

Content-Length String (required) If the operation succeeds, this
value is zero. If the operation
fails, this value is the length
of the error text in the
response body.

Content-Type String (required) If the operation fails, this
value is the MIME type of the
error text in the response
body.

X-Trans-Id Uuid (required) Specifies a unique transaction
identifier for this request.
Your service provider might
need this value if you report a
problem.

Date DateTime (required) Specifies the transaction date
and time. The date and time
stamp format is ISO 8601:
CCYY-MM-DDThh:mm:ss
±hh:mm.

Isilon Swift container services
The Isilon Swift container services list objects in a specified container. They create,
update, show, and delete containers and their associated metadata.

Retrieving and showing the contents of a container

You can use the GET method to retrieve and show the contents of a container.

URI Description

/v1/{account}/{container}{?limit,
marker,end_marker,prefix,format,
delimiter,path}

Shows details for a container and
lists objects within the container
sorted by their name. {account}
and {container} are unique
names for the account and
container. limit,
marker,end_marker, prefix,
format, delimiter, and path
are query parameters.
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Specify query parameters in the request to filter the list and return a subset of object
names. Omit query parameters to return the complete list of object names that are
stored in the container. The maximum limit is 10000 which is configurable.

The syntax described in the examples below uses cURL, the python-swiftclient API.

Example request
The following example shows container details for and lists objects in the einstein
container:

curl -H "X-Auth-Token: AUTH_tk9b2f1d4d640b31fee0b3f6d644aab52e" -i 
"http://137.69.154.240:28080/v1/AUTH_admin/einstein?format=json" -X 
GET

If the request succeeds, the operation returns one of the following status codes:

l 200—The response body lists the objects. This is the normal response code.

l 204—The response body shows no objects. Either the container has no objects or
you are paging through a long list of names using the marker, limit, or
end_marker query parameters, and have reached the end of the list.

If the container does not exist, the Not Found (404) error response code is
returned.

The header and query parameters that might appear in the request are as follows:

Name Type Description

X-Auth-Token String (required) The authentication token.

Accept String (optional) Instead of using the format
query parameter, set this
header to application/
json, application/xml,

or text/xml.

limit Int (optional) For an integer value n, limits
the number of results to n.

marker String (optional) For a string value x, returns
container names that are
greater in value than the
specified marker.

end_marker String (optional) For a string value x, returns
container names that are less
in value than the specified
marker.

prefix String (optional) Specifies the prefix value.
Named items in the response
begin with this value.

format String (optional) Specifies the response
format. Valid values are json,
xml, or plain. The default is
plain. If you append the
format=xml or

format=json query

parameter to the storage
account URL, the response
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Name Type Description

shows extended container
information serialized in the
specified format. If you
append the format=plain
query parameter, the
response lists the container
names separated by newlines.

delimiter Char (optional) Specifies the delimiter value
which returns the object
names that are nested in the
container.

path String (optional) For a string value, returns the
object names that are nested
in the pseudo path. Equivalent
to setting delimiter to / and
prefix to the path with a / at
the end.

Example response
The response for the previous request is as shown:

HTTP/1.1 200 OK
Content-Length: 217
Content-Type: application/json; charset=utf-8
Date: Thu, 19 Jun 2014 14:59:44 PDT
Last-Modified: 2014-06-19 14:58:48
X-Container-Bytes-Used: 9
X-Container-Object-Count: 1
X-Timestamp: 130476887284112371
X-Trans-Id: tx169d4d5da58647dea7ef0-0053a35d50
< 
[
    {
        "hash": "ef614d88b44d9b768ca06befb206cf3c",
        "last_modified": "2014-06-19 14:58:48",
        "bytes": "9",
        "name": "hello",
        "content_type": "application/json"
    }
]

The body parameters that might appear in the response are as follows:

Name Type Description

name String (required) Specifies the name of the
container.

hash String (required) Specifies the MD5 checksum
value of the object content.

bytes Int (required) Specifies the total number of
bytes that are stored in Isilon
Swift for the account.

content_type String (required) Specifies the content type of
the object.
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Name Type Description

last_modified DateTime (required) Specifies the date and time
when the object was last
modified. The date and time
stamp format is ISO 8601:
CCYY-MM-DDThh:mm:ss
±hh:mm.

Creating a container

You can use the PUT method to create a container.

URI Description

/v1/{account}/
{container}

Creates a container where {account} and
{container} are unique names for the account and
container.

The syntax described in the example below uses cURL, the python-swiftclient API.

Example request
The following example request creates a container with metadata:

curl -H "X-Auth-Token: AUTH_tk9b2f1d4d640b31fee0b3f6d644aab52e" -i 
"http://137.69.154.240:28080/v1/AUTH_admin/marktwain" "X-Container-
Meta-Book: TomSawyer -X PUT

The header parameters that might appear in the request are as follows:

Name Type Description

X-Auth-Token String (required) The authentication token.

X-Container-Meta-name String (optional) Specifies the container
metadata, where {name} is

the name of metadata item.
You must specify an X-
Container-Meta-{name}
header for each metadata
item {name}) that you want

to add or update.

Content-Type String (optional) Changes the MIME type for
the object.

Example response
The response for the previous request is as shown:

HTTP/1.1 201 Created
Content-Length: 0
Content-Type: text/html; charset=UTF-8
Date: Fri, 20 Jun 2015 10:54:50 PDT
X-Trans-Id: tx0ceffc19132b45d1ba91d-0053a4756a

If a request succeeds, the operation returns one of the following response codes:

l 201—The container is created successfully.
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l 202—No action is taken because the container that you are trying to create
already exists.

If a container could not be created, the Not Found (404) error response code is
returned.

The header parameters that might appear in the response are as follows:

Name Type Description

Content-Length String (required) If the operation succeeds, this
value is zero. If the operation
fails, this value is the length
of the error text in the
response body.

Content-Type String (required) If the operation fails, this
value is the MIME type of the
error text in the response
body.

X-Timestamp Int (required) Specifies the date and time in
UNIX Epoch time stamp
format when the account,
container, or object was
initially created as a current
version.

X-Trans-Id Uuid (required) Specifies a unique transaction
identifier for this request.
Your service provider might
need this value if you report a
problem.

Date DateTime (required) Specifies the transaction date
and time. The date and time
stamp format is ISO 8601:
CCYY-MM-DDThh:mm:ss
±hh:mm.

Creating, updating, or deleting container metadata

You can use the POST method to create, update, or delete container metadata.

URI Description

/v1/{account}/
{container}

Creates, updates, or deletes custom metadata for a
container. {account} and {container} are unique
names for the account and container.

If the container already has other custom metadata items, the POST method does not
affect those items. For the POST method to work properly, make sure that the
metadata name is prefixed with the X-Container-Meta- tag.

The syntax described in the examples below uses cURL, the python-swiftclient API.
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Example request
The following example request creates container metadata:

curl -H "X-Auth-Token: AUTH_tk9b2f1d4d640b31fee0b3f6d644aab52e" -i 
"http://137.69.154.240:28080/v1/AUTH_admin/container3" -X POST -H "X-
Container-Meta-Owner: Name" -H "X-Container-Meta-Doc-Types: Technical"

If the request succeeds, the operation returns the 204 status code.

The header parameters that might appear in the request are as follows:

Name Type Description

X-Auth-Token String (required) The authentication token.

X-Container-Meta-name String (optional) Specifies the container
metadata, where {name} is

the name of metadata item.
You must specify an X-
Container-Meta-{name}
header for each metadata
item ({name}) that you want

to add or update.

Content-Type String (optional) Changes the MIME type for
the object.

Example response
The response for the previous request is as follows:

HTTP/1.1 204 No Content
Content-Length: 0
Content-Type: text/html; charset=UTF-8
Date: Fri, 20 Jun 2015 11:09:56 PDT
X-Trans-Id: tx1250a35c0ac14f2480612-0053a478f4

The header parameters that might appear in the responses for the create, update, and
delete container metadata are as follows:

Name Type Description

Content-Length String (required) If the operation succeeds, this
value is zero. If the operation
fails, this value is the length
of the error text in the
response body.

Content-Type String (required) If the operation fails, this
value is the MIME type of the
error text in the response
body.

X-Timestamp Int (required) Specifies the date and time in
UNIX Epoch time stamp
format when the account,
container, or object was
initially created as a current
version.

X-Trans-Id Uuid (required) Sets a unique transaction
identifier for this request.
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Name Type Description

Your service provider might
need this value if you report a
problem.

Date DateTime (required) Specifies the transaction date
and time. The date and time
stamp format is ISO 8601:
CCYY-MM-DDThh:mm:ss
±hh:mm.

Displaying container metadata

You can use the HEAD method to display container metadata.

URI Description

/v1/{account}/
{container}

Retrieves and displays the metadata associated with a
container. {account} and {container} are unique
names for the account and container.

The syntax described in the example below uses cURL, the python-swiftclient API.

Example request
The following example request retrieves and displays container metadata:

curl -H "X-Auth-Token: AUTH_tk9b2f1d4d640b31fee0b3f6d644aab52e" -i 
"http://137.69.154.240:28080/v1/AUTH_admin/container2" -X HEAD

If the request succeeds, the operation returns the 204 status code.

The header parameters that might appear in the request are as follows:

Name Type Description

X-Auth-Token String (optional) The authentication token.

Example response
The response for the previous request is as shown:

HTTP/1.1 204 No Content
X-Container-Meta-Name1: Value1
X-Container-Meta-Name2: Value2
Content-Length: 0
Content-Type: text/html; charset=UTF-8
Date: Fri, 20 Jun 2015 11:14:40 PDT
Last-Modified: 2015-06-20 11:09:56
X-Container-Bytes-Used: 0
X-Container-Object-Count: 0
X-Timestamp: 130477613968019069
X-Trans-Id: tx56d23577d9e04dad95d73-0053a47a10

The header parameters that might appear in the response are as follows:

Name Type Description

Content-Length String (required) If the operation succeeds, this
value is zero. If the operation
fails, this value is the length
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Name Type Description

of the error text in the
response body.

X-Container-Object-
Count

Int (required) Specifies the number of
objects.

X-Container-Meta-name String (required) Specifies the custom
container metadata item,
where {name} is the name of

the metadata item. One X-
Container-Meta-{name}
response header appears for
each metadata item
({name}).

X-Timestamp Int (required) Specifies the date and time in
UNIX Epoch time stamp
format when the account,
container, or object was
initially created as a current
version.

X-Container-Bytes-Used Int (required) Specifies the total count of
bytes used.

Content-Type String (required) If the operation fails, this
value is the MIME type of the
error text in the response
body.

X-Trans-Id Uuid (required) Specifies a unique transaction
identifier for the request.
Your service provider might
need this value if you report a
problem.

Date DateTime (required) Specifies the transaction date
and time. The date and time
stamp format is ISO 8601:
CCYY-MM-DDThh:mm:ss
±hh:mm.

Deleting a container

You can use the DELETE method to delete a container.

URI Description

/v1/{account}/
{container}

Deletes a container. {account} and
{container} are unique names for the account
and container.

This operation fails unless the container is empty. An empty container has no objects.

The syntax described in the example below uses cURL, the python-swiftclient API.
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Example request
The following example request deletes the marktwain container:

curl -H "X-Auth-Token: AUTH_tk9b2f1d4d640b31fee0b3f6d644aab52e" -i 
"http://137.69.154.240:28080/v1/AUTH_admin/marktwain" -X DELETE

The header parameters that might appear in the request are as follows:

Name Type Description

X-Auth-Token String (required) The authentication token.

Example response
If the container exists and the deletion succeeds, the response for the previous
request is as shown:

HTTP/1.1 204 No Content
Content-Length: 0
Content-Type: text/html; charset=UTF-8
Date: Fri, 20 Jun 2015 11:34:26 PDT
X-Trans-Id: tx04f0072a9573448ea0e52-0053a47eb2

The header parameters that might appear in the response are as follows:

Name Type Description

Content-Length String (required) If the operation succeeds, this
value is zero. If the operation
fails, this value is the length
of the error text in the
response body.

Content-Type String (required) If the operation fails, this
value is the MIME type of the
error text in the response
body.

X-Timestamp Int (required) Specifies the date and time in
UNIX Epoch time stamp
format when the account,
container, or object was
initially created as a current
version.

X-Trans-Id Uuid (required) Specifies a unique transaction
identifier for this request.
Your service provider might
need this value if you report a
problem.

Date DateTime (required) Specifies the transaction date
and time. The date and time
stamp format is ISO 8601:
CCYY-MM-DDThh:mm:ss
±hh:mm.
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Isilon Swift object services
Isilon Swift object services allow you to create, replace, show details for, and delete
objects. You can copy objects from another object with a new or different name. You
can also update object metadata.

Getting object content and metadata

You can use the GET method to retrieve the content and metadata associated with an
object.

URI Description

/v1/{account}/
{container}/{object}

Shows details for a container and lists objects within
that container sorted by name. {account},
{container}, and {object} are the unique names
for the account, container, and object.

The syntax described in the example below uses cURL, the python-swiftclient API.

Example request
The following example request shows details for the object hello in the einstein
container.

curl -H "X-Auth-Token: AUTH_tk9b2f1d4d640b31fee0b3f6d644aab52e" -i 
"http://137.69.154.240:28080/v1/AUTH_admin/einstein/hello" -X GET

The header parameters that might appear in the request are as follows:

Name Type Description

X-Auth-Token String (optional) The authentication token.

Example response
The response for the previous request is as shown:

HTTP/1.1 200 OK
Content-Length: 9
Content-Type: application/octet-stream
Date: Thu, 19 Jun 2015 15:01:13 PDT
ETag: ef614d88b44d9b768ca06befb206cf3c
Last-Modified: 2014-06-19 14:58:48
X-Timestamp: 130476887284112371
X-Trans-Id: tx2572012006224369ae08f-0053a35da9

The header parameters that appear in the response are as follows:

Name Type Description

Content-Length String (required) Specifies the length of the
object content in the
response body, in bytes.

Last-Modified DateTime (required) Specifies the date and time
when the object was created
or its metadata was changed.
The date and time stamp
format is ISO 8601: CCYY-
MM-DDThh:mm:ss±hh:mm.
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Name Type Description

X-Timestamp Int (required) Specifies the date and time in
UNIX Epoch time stamp
format when the account,
container, or object was
initially created as a current
version.

ETag String (required) Specifies the MD5 checksum
value of the uploaded
content.

Content-Type String (required) Specifies the MIME type of
the object.

X-Object-Meta-name String (required) Specifies the custom object
metadata item, where
{name} is the name of the

metadata item. One X-
Object-Meta-{name}
response header appears for
each metadata item (for each
{name}).

X-Trans-Id Uuid (required) Specifies a unique transaction
identifier for this request.
Your service provider might
need this value if you report a
problem.

Date DateTime (required) Specifies the transaction date
and time. The date and time
stamp format is ISO 8601:
CCYY-MM-DDThh:mm:ss
±hh:mm.

Creating or replacing objects

You can use the PUT method to create or replace objects.

URI Description

/v1/{account}/
{container}/{object} 

Creates or replaces an object with the specified data
content and metadata. {account}, {container},
and {object} are the unique names for the account,
container, and object.

The PUT method always creates an object. If you use this method on an existing
object, the existing object is replaced rather than modifying the object. Consequently,
this operation returns a 201 Created status code.

The 201 Created status code indicates success. If the request times out, the
operation returns the 408 Request Timeout error code.

The syntax described in the example below uses cURL, the python-swiftclient API.
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Example request
The following example request replaces or adds a new object named hello:

curl -H "X-Auth-Token: AUTH_tk9b2f1d4d640b31fee0b3f6d644aab52e" -i 
"http://137.69.154.240:28080/v1/AUTH_admin/einstein/hello" -X PUT -d 
"hello content"

The header parameters that might appear in the request are as follows:

Name Type Description

X-Auth-Token String (optional) The authentication token.

Content-Length Int (optional) Specifies the length of the
object content. Do not set if
chunked transfer encoding is
being used.

Transfer-Encoding String (optional) Set to chunked to enable
chunked transfer encoding. If
used, do not set the
Content-Length header to

a non-zero value.

Content-Type String (optional) Changes the MIME type for
the object.

ETag String (optional) Specifies the MD5 checksum
value of the request body.

X-Object-Meta-name String (optional) Specifies the object
metadata, where {name} is

the name of the metadata
item.

Example response
The response for the previous request is as follows:

HTTP/1.1 201 Created
Content-Length: 0
Content-Type: application/octet-stream; charset=UTF-8
Date: Fri, 20 Jun 2015 10:47:52 PDT
ETag: e3cf5b79108fc1cc822bd0f9b5b67cef
X-Trans-Id: tx5e366ec5f04041f9b8500-0053a473c8

The header parameters that might appear in the response are as follows:

Name Type Description

Content-Length String (required) If the operation succeeds, this
value is zero. If the operation
fails, this value is the length
of the error text in the
response body.

ETag String (required) Specifies the MD5 checksum
value of the uploaded
content.

Content-Type String (required) Specifies the MIME type of
the object.
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Name Type Description

X-Timestamp Int (required) Specifies the date and time in
UNIX Epoch time stamp
format when the account,
container, or object was
initially created as a current
version.

X-Trans-Id Uuid (required) Specifies a unique transaction
identifier for this request.
Your service provider might
need this value if you report a
problem.

Date DateTime (required) Specifies the transaction date
and time. The date and time
stamp format is ISO 8601:
CCYY-MM-DDThh:mm:ss
±hh:mm.

Copying an object to another object

You can use the COPY method to copy an object to another object in the object store.

URI Description

/v1/{account}/
{container}/{object}

Copies an object to another object in the object store.
{account}, {container}, and {object} are the
unique names for the account, container, and object.

You can copy an object to a new object with the same name. Copying to the same
name is similar to using the POST method to add metadata to an object. With the
POST method, you must specify all of the metadata. With the COPY method, you can
specify additional metadata for the object.

The syntax described in the example below uses cURL, the python-swiftclient API.

Example request
The following example request copies the hello object from the marktwain container to
the einstein container:

curl -H "X-Auth-Token: AUTH_tk9b2f1d4d640b31fee0b3f6d644aab52e" -i 
"http://137.69.154.240:28080/v1/AUTH_admin/marktwain/hello" -X COPY -
H "Destination: container/einstein/hello"

The header parameters that might appear in the request are as follows:

Name Type Description

X-Auth-Token String (optional) The authentication token.

Destination String (required) Specifies the container and
object name of the
destination object in the form
of /container/object.

You must apply UTF-8
encoding and then apply URL
encoding for the names of the
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Name Type Description

destination container and
object before you include
them in this header.

Content-Type String (optional) Changes the MIME type for
the object.

X-Object-Meta-name String (optional) Specifies the object
metadata, where {name} is

the name of the metadata
item. You must specify an X-
Object-Meta-name header

for each metadata item (for
each {name}) that you want

to add or update.

Example response
The response for the previous request is as shown:

HTTP/1.1 201 Created
Content-Length: 0
X-Copied-From: marktwain/hello
Last-Modified: Fri, 17 Jan 2014 18:22:57 GMT
Etag: 451e372e48e0f6b1114fa0724aa79fa1
Content-Type: application/octet-stream; charset=UTF-8
X-Object-Meta-Movie: NewMovie
X-Trans-Id: txdcb481ad49d24e9a81107-0052d97501
Date: Tue, 17 Jun 2015 18:22:57 PDT

The header parameters that might appear in the response are as follows:

Name Type Description

Content-Length String (required) If the operation succeeds, this
value is zero. If the operation
fails, this value is the length
of the error text in the
response body.

X-Copied-From String (optional) For a copied object, shows
the container and object
name from which the new
object was copied. The value
is in form {container}/
{object}.

Last-Modified DateTime (required) Specifies the date and time
when the object was created
or its metadata was changed.
The date and time stamp
format is ISO 8601: CCYY-
MM-DDThh:mm:ss±hh:mm.

ETag String (required) Specifies the MD5 checksum
value of the copied object
content.
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Name Type Description

Content-Type String (required) Specifies the MIME type of
the object.

X-Timestamp Int (required) Specifies the date and time in
UNIX Epoch time stamp
format when the account,
container, or object was
initially created as a current
version.

X-Object-Meta-name String (required) Specifies the custom object
metadata item, where
{name} is the name of the

metadata item.

X-Trans-Id Uuid (required) Specifies a unique transaction
identifier for this request.
Your service provider might
need this value if you report a
problem.

Date DateTime (required) Specifies the transaction date
and time. The date and time
stamp format is ISO 8601:
CCYY-MM-DD±hh:mm:ss
±hh:mm.

Deleting an object

You can use the DELETE method to permanently delete objects.

URI Description

/v1/{account}/
{container}/{object} 

Permanently deletes an object from the object store.
{account}, {container}, and {object} are the
unique names for the account, container, and object.

You can first use the COPY method to copy the object to a new location and then use
the DELETE method to delete the original object. The object is deleted immediately at
request time. If you use the GET, HEAD, POST, or DELETE methods subsequently, a
404 Not Found error code is returned.

The syntax described in the example below uses cURL, the python-swiftclient API.

Example request
The following example deletes the hello object from the einstein container:

curl -H TH_tk9b2f1d4d640b31fee0b3f6d644aab52e" -i "http://
137.69.154.240:28080/v1/AUTH_admin/einstein/hello" -X DELETE

The header parameter that might appear in the request is as follows:

Name Type Description

X-Auth-Token String (optional) The authentication token.
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Example response
The response for the previous request is as shown:

HTTP/1.1 204 No Content
Content-Length: 0
Content-Type: application/octet-stream; charset=UTF-8
X-Trans-Id: tx36c7606fcd1843f59167c-0052d6fdac
Date: Tue, 15 Jun 2015 21:29:16 PDT

The header parameters that might appear in the response are as follows:

Name Type Description

Content-Length String (required) If the operation succeeds, this
value is zero. If the operation
fails, this value is the length
of the error text in the
response body.

Content-Type String (required) Specifies the MIME type of
the object.

X-Timestamp Int (required) Specifies the date and time in
UNIX Epoch time stamp
format when the account,
container, or object was
initially created as a current
version.

X-Trans-Id Uuid (required) Specifies a unique transaction
identifier for the request.
Your service provider might
need this value if you report a
problem.

Date DateTime (required) Specifies the transaction date
and time. The date and time
stamp format is ISO 8601:
CCYY-MM-DDThh:mm:ss
±hh:mm.

Retrieving and showing object metadata

You can use the HEAD method to retrieve and show object metadata.

URI Description

/v1/{account}/
{container}/{object}

Shows metadata associated with an object.
{account}, {container}, and {object} are
the unique names for the account, container, and
object.

The syntax described in the example below uses cURL, the python-swiftclient API.
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Example request
The following example shows the metadata of the hello object in the einstein
container:

curl -H "X-Auth-Token: AUTH_tk9b2f1d4d640b31fee0b3f6d644aab52e" -i 
"http://137.69.154.240:28080/v1/AUTH_admin/einstein/hello" -X HEAD

The header and query parameters that might appear in the request are as follows:

Name Type Description

X-Auth-Token String (required) The authentication token.

Example response
The response for the previous request is as shown:

HTTP/1.1 204 No Content
X-Object-Meta-Name1: Value1
X-Object-Meta-Name2: Value2
Content-Length: 0
Content-Type: application/octet-stream; charset=UTF-8
Date: Fri, 20 Jun 2015 11:13:57 PDT
ETag: e3cf5b79108fc1cc822bd0f9b5b67cef
Last-Modified: 2015-06-20 11:12:36
X-Timestamp: 130477615561086205
X-Trans-Id: tx4951a255ec3e43e5b6c09-0053a479e5

The header parameters that might appear in the response are as follows:

Name Type Description

Last-Modified DateTime (required) Specifies the date and time
when the object was created
or its metadata was changed.
The date and time stamp
format is ISO 8601: CCYY-
MM-DDThh:mm:ss±hh:mm.

Content-Length String (required) Specifies the length of the
object content in the
response body, in bytes.

Content-Type String (required) Specifies the MIME type of
the object.

X-Timestamp Int (required) Specifies the date and time in
UNIX Epoch time stamp
format when the account,
container, or object was
initially created as a current
version.

ETag String (required) Specifies the MD5 checksum
value of the uploaded
content.

X-Object-Meta-name String (required) Specifies the custom object
metadata item, where
{name} is the name of the

metadata item. One X-
Object-Meta-name
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Name Type Description

response header appears for
each metadata item (for each
{name}).

X-Trans-Id Uuid (required) Specifies the unique
transaction identifier for this
request. Your service provider
might need this value if you
report a problem.

Date DateTime (required) Specifies the transaction date
and time. The date and time
stamp format is ISO 8601:
CCYY-MM-DDThh:mm:ss
±hh:mm.

Creating or updating object metadata

You can use the POST method to create or update object metadata.

URI Description

/v1/{account}/
{container}/{object}

Creates or updates object metadata. {account},
{container}, and {object} are the unique
names for the account, container, and object.

The syntax described in the example below uses cURL, the python-swiftclient API.

Example request
The following example request creates object metadata:

curl -H "X-Auth-Token: AUTH_tk9b2f1d4d640b31fee0b3f6d644aab52e" -i 
"http://137.69.154.240:28080/v1/AUTH_admin/einstein/goodbye" -X POST -
H "X-Object-Meta-Owner: Name" -H "X-Object-Meta-Doc-Types: Technical"

Note

When using the POST method, make sure that the metadata name is prefixed with the
X-Object-Meta tag.

The header parameters that might appear in the request are as follows:

Name Type Description

X-Auth-Token String (optional) Specifies the authentication
token.

X-Object-Meta-name String (optional) Specifies the object
metadata, where {name} is

the name of the metadata
item.

Content-Type String (optional) Changes the MIME type for
the object.
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Example response
The response for the previous request is as shown:

HTTP/1.1 204 No Content
Content-Length: 0
Content-Type: application/octet-stream; charset=UTF-8
Date: Fri, 20 Jun 2015 11:12:36 PDT
X-Trans-Id: tx7205bce69fe547508c176-0053a47994

The header parameters that might appear in the response are as follows:

Name Type Description

Content-Length String (required) If the operation succeeds, this
value is zero. If the operation
fails, this value is the length
of the error text in the
response body.

Content-Type String (required) Specifies the MIME type of
the object.

X-Timestamp Int (required) Specifies the date and time in
UNIX Epoch time stamp
format when the account,
container, or object was
initially created as a current
version.

X-Trans-Id Uuid (required) Specifies a unique transaction
identifier for this request.
Your service provider might
need this value if you report a
problem.

Date DateTime (required) Specifies the transaction date
and time. The date and time
stamp format is ISO 8601:
CCYY-MM-DDThh:mm:ss
±hh:mm.

Isilon Swift limitations
Some of the limitations of Isilon Swift are highlighted in this section.

l Isilon Swift supports up to 150 concurrent active connections per EMC Isilon node.
When uploading objects or listing containers, the Isilon Swift service can become
memory constrained. This will cause a service outage and can affect the client
access and performance. To avoid an outage, maintain the Swift Service memory
load within 384 MB.
Account and container listing requests initiate a full filesystem walk from the
requested entity. Workloads can expect longer response times during the listing
operations as the number of containers or objects increase. To prevent response
time issues, we recommend that you redistribute or reduce the objects and
containers until the response times are within the acceptable limits.
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l You cannot submit a PUT request to create a zero-length object because PUT is
incorrectly interpreted as a pseudo-hierarchical object.

l You cannot submit a DELETE request to delete a container if the container is not
empty. As a best practice, delete all the objects from the container before deleting
the container.

l When authenticating with Active Directory (AD) and Isilon Swift, the user name in
the X-Auth-User header must include the fully-qualified AD domain name in the
form test-name@mydomain.com unless the domain has been configured as the
default through the assume-default-domain configuration parameter in the
AD provider's configuration.
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